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DESCRIPTION

36740

2007 Trimbach Pinot Gris Reserve

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$23.99

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"Scents of white truffle; candied lime and orange peel; and peach could also be those of a Riesling. Firm, polished, and palpably full of
stuffing, yet succulent and downright refreshing in a way Alsace Pinot Gris seldom is, this brings varietally recognizable smoke and
lip-smacking saline savor in its finish. As a classic (read: “old-fashioned, dry-tasting”) Alsace Pinot Gris that should drink well for at least
8-10 years, this represents an exceptional value … and if you consider the price of white truffles, it’s a steal!" - Reviewed by: The Wine
Advocate - 91pts

53188

2007 Yarden Blanc de Blancs Northern Golan

$26.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2007 Yarden Blanc de Blancs shows off bright lemon and floral notes complemented by lime and green apple characters, rounded out
by a touch of mineral and hints of toasted baguette. Possessing a slight creaminess, this complex sparkling wine is crisp, drinkable and
tasty." - Reviewed by: Producer

24099

2007 Domaine Weinbach Gewurztraminer Grand Cru Mamberg SGN

$79.99

N/A

N/A

"A remarkable pungency and brightness of rhubarb preserves, pink grapefruit marmalade, and glazed pineapple laced with lime and sage oil
scent the Weinbach 2007 Gewurztraminer Mambourg Selection de Grains Nobles and generate an electrically charged, sweet and tart palate
impression, with 128 grams of residual sugar cut down to mere sweetness by atypically high acids and implosive extract. Seldom will one
encounter a Gewurztraminer with remotely this sort of vivacity, and tasted blind I would more likely have guessed this to be a Muscat or
Scheurebe. The finish is amazingly penetrating, if a bit raw." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 92pts

31600

2007 Wittmann Westhofener Morstein Riesling Auslese

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"Passion fruit and citrus pâte de fruit aromas and flavors pick up grace notes of honey and spice in this concentrated, intense auslese.
There's plenty of structure and it needs a little time to integrate. Fine length." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 94pts

23017

2007 Nicolas Joly Coulee de Serrant

$89.99

N/A

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

